THE BEST ID CARD
SOLUTIONS TO SAFEGUARD
STUDENTS ON THEIR
JOURNEYS.
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ONBOARDING MEMBERS THE SMART WAY

Educational institutions are the base from which ambitious youth are prepared and launched
into realms with no horizon. Shaping future generations by presenting them with modern
experiences and releasing outdated methods is at the core of higher learning.
We've found that change is quickly adopted by students' inquisitive minds and positive outlook
into the future. New ideas are tested in theory and practice for authenticity. And our support
is to help the managing bodies keep up with the swiftness of their students.
The ID card solutions we offer educational institutions take on a remarkable tech edge. We
believe educational identity systems need to be cross-functional and sturdy. Issuance and
replenishment should be met with high-quality printing at exceptional speed.
The need is for a comprehensive solution that manages every step of member ID applications
from onboarding to when students take flight at graduation. Here’s how we guide this journey.
Meet students at the level of their ambitions.

IDENTITY VALIDATION SUPPORTS SUPERVISION
As more and more educational institutions decide to upgrade existing identity management
systems with seamlessly integrated smart issuance solutions, staff and student experiences
equally flourish across all exchange ports and student touchpoints.
Advanced identity management solutions are designed to centralize identity flows and pinpoint
areas for improvement based on actionable insights from issuance software dashboards.
ID cards are central to safe learning.
Academic members benefit considerably from ID card solutions. Student onboarding is sped
up with little to no errors, especially during peak seasons that witness an influx of student
requests. Plan smooth and safe steps without backlogs or management gaps.
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The best identity management systems for educational
institutions are integrations that include smart card issuance
and other features that tackle key workflow challenges:

STAFF ID CARDS

ACCESS TO FACILITIES

 Faculty member identification and verification
 Instant student IDs and physical passes
 Safely store personal information and data
 Make secure payment transactions

STUDENT ID CARDS

VEHICLE ID PASSES

Data visualization builds keener paths.
CARDS THAT VERIFY PASSING MEMBERS
Typically, educational premises are highly active environments with students requiring
access to resource centers, facilities, academic events, activities, and others provided by
the academic institution. Student ID cards help administrators automate access for
immediate entry. Students can also attend online or in-person classes using their student
ID cards.
ID cards do more than identify people. Advanced card issuance solutions are setting new
standards for ID verification. Top schools choose end-to-end solutions that securely store
academic member data and include management components within a single suite applied
through hi-tech cards:
 Student Registration
 Identity Verification
 Chip-Protected Information
 Secure Transactions
 Anti-Fraud or Identity Theft

An ID card issuance system simplifies access to services on-campus as well as off-campus.
Using ID cards, students are eligible to receive special discounts and deals at various
service vendors. Businesses can capitalize on academic groups by offering them special
discounts. Academic ID cards facilitate discount validation and in some cases
age-verification checks.
Empowered IDs elevate student journeys.
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SMART CANTEENS SERVE CASHLESSLY
On-premise services can be optimized for purchases, special rates, and promotions for valid
members. They can benefit from cashless payment transactions and reward systems if
issued cards are chip-enabled. Individuals with academic member ID cards only have to
present a verified identity to purchase meal plans at cafeterias or pay at shops.
Smart card issuance for photo IDs is the all-time solution for
identity verification, membership validation, secure information
storage, and e-payments. This system can be further advanced
by integrating self-service card issuance automation kiosks.
With electronic payments enabled, resources are cut, purchases
are seamless, performance data is gained, and cash on hand is
reduced. These smart cards are the ultimate advancement in
identity management:
 Automated Card Issuing
 QR and RFID Tags
 EMV-Powered Chips

A platform with broader horizons.

FACULTIES WITH DEGREES IN SAFETY
Any educational system will confirm that safeguarding its members is on the top of its agenda.
With that in mind, how can ID cards play a role in added security layers?
Every ID card solution is managed through an interface that allows for custom card designs,
print request jobs, data insights, and more.
Branding academic cards not only reinstate a sense
of belonging to the community but also maintains the
institution’s public image.
It is essential to make sure the card issuance
software is adaptable to all the standards required.
At Heidi, our very own GET Identity® software is ideal
for card personalization and added security layers
when accompanied with the right solution components.
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By having total control over the issuance process, faculty managers can choose when to print
security-specific features on the member cards. These features include the anti-fraud
ultraviolet (UV) layer to prevent ID duplication or tampering.
Watermarks and ultraviolet (UV) images on ID cards are the most
advanced access control solutions that cannot bypass any security
checkpoint. They also help relieve the accountability and risk
management placed on the administration and security personnel.
Cards branded beyond comparison.

If you’re looking for the best card issuance solutions in the market, you’re in the right place.
Visit us for more details heidi.getgroup.com
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